
7th Kup Green Stripe - Theory Revision 
Pattern Name, Moves and Meaning 
Name: Do San 
Moves: 24 Movements 
Meaning: Do San is the pseudonym of the patriot Ahn Chang-Ho (1876 - 1938). The 
24 movements represent his entire life which he dedicated to furthering the 
education of Korea and its independent movement. 
 
The Meaning of Yellow and Green Belt 
Yellow: the earth from which the plant sprouts and takes route as Taekwondo 
foundation is being laid. 
Green: the plant’s growth as Taekwondo skills begin to develop. 
 
The Six Types of Motion 
Normal Motion. Most techniques are performed in normal motion. Techniques are 
carried out one at a time. One breath is required for one move or technique. 
Continuous Motion. This is when we combine several techniques without pausing. 
We still use one breath in and out per technique. 
Fast Motion. This also combines several techniques, but in this type of motion the 
one breath is exhaled proportionately between techniques.  
Connecting Motion. This is used when a no tension on impact technique is 
connected to a tension on impact technique. It is executed by inhaling through the 
whole block and then exhaling before moving on. In pattern Yul-Gok a hooking block 
is connected to an obverse punch, this is executed by inhaling on the block and 
exhaling on the punch. 
Slow Motion. This is used solely in patterns to demonstrate the theory of power. 
The element of speed is the only element omitted. 
Stamping Motion. This can be used in both attacking and blocking. It increases the 
power and effectiveness of either the attack or the block 
 
Consecutive Kicking (Yonsok chagi) 
This is when combining several foot techniques without lowering the kicking leg. 
 
Thrusts, Punches and Strikes, Pushing and Pressing 
Punches and strikes are used against hard and soft targets. Their aim is to smash, 
pierce or penetrate. This can be achieved by focusing the breathing and the other 
elements of power to the end of the technique. Both techniques accelerate in a 
relaxed manner throughout the execution, resulting in a dynamic twist with tension. 
 
Thrusts can only be used against soft targets. They reach the target under tension 
and at a constant speed after their initial acceleration, exhaling throughout. This 
means they’re effective anywhere on that line.  



Pushing techniques make contact before the body weight is utilised fully. When 
pushing a car, you rest your hands on it before applying force, it is the same 
principle.  
 
Pressing techniques are pushing techniques in a downward motion.  
 
Different Types of Turning 
Step turning (Omygyo didimyo Dolgi), is when you take a step and pivot on the 
back foot to turn in any direction (such as the 90º turns we take in Chon Ji). 
Spot turning (Gujari dolgi), is when you step your front foot across, pivot and turn 
180º on the spot (such as the turn we take near the beginning of Do San). 
Pivot turning (Pibeos dolgi), is when both our feet pivot on the ball of the foot to turn 
(such as the 90º turn we take towards the end of Toi Gye). 
 
Explanation of Stances 
Attention stance (Charyot sogi) - Heels together, toes apart (45 degrees), weight 
50/50, hands flat and down your sides. 
Parallel ready stance (Narani junbi sogi) - Feet shoulder width apart from the little 
toes, weight 50/50, hands in front of you as closed fists. 
Sitting stance (Annun sogi) - Both feet face forwards and are one and a half 
shoulder widths wide, weight 50/50. 
Walking stance (Gunnun sogi) - Feet are both pointing forwards and are one 
shoulder width wide and one and a half shoulder width in length. Keep the back leg 
straight and make sure both heels are on the floor. Weight is 50/50. 
L stance (Niunja sogi) - Weight 70/30, with the larger amount of weight on your bent 
back leg. Feet are one and a half shoulder widths apart, measured between  
footsword of the rear foot and toes of the front foot. 
 
Korean Translation Theory 
Elbow - Palkup Straight - Sun 
Fingertip - Sonkut Thrust - Tulgi 
Heel - Dwitchook 
 
Outer forearm high section block - Bakat palmok nopunde makgi 
Outer forearm high wedging block - Bakat palmok nopunde hechyo makgi 
Knife hand block - Sonkal makgi 
Knife hand inward high strike - Sonkal anuro nopunde taerigi 
Sitting stance knife hand side strike - Annun sogi sonkal yop taerigi 
Backfist high side strike - Dung joomuk nopunde yop taerigi 
Straight fingertip thrust - Sun sonkut tulgi 
Release from a grab - Jappyosul Tae 
3 Step Sparring - Sambo matsoki 


